User information manual alarm function
To send an alarm manually (N.B. the unit also have an automatic Man down function)
Press the alarm button and the unit will vibrate. When the alarm centre has received the alarm, the
unit will vibrate again. After approximately 15 seconds, the operator will be able to hear you through
the microphone of the alarm unit.
The operator will answer with “Larmcentralen, behöver du hjälp?” (Transl; “Alarm centre, do you
need help?”). Now you can inform the operator about the situation.
In parallel, another operator co-listening will follow the instructions given.
The operator needs to be informed about;
•
•

Where you are? City, adress etc. to verify that the GPS position is correct. NB! The alarm
units for inside laboratory work do not have the GPS-function.
What has happened? Injured, status etc.

False alarm
If you happen to trigger the alarm by mistake, speak into the alarm unit that it is a false alarm and call
the alarm centre (08 - 737 15 11) and leave your units alarm number 941034/941035 and access
code 190909 to the operator.
Note!
•
•
•
•
•

The alarm function is for emergency with a risk for life and health, only.
The SRT306/SRT326 need to be recharged daily.
The unit needs to be outside to update its GPS-position.
The unit is always activated
Keep the alarm on your person at all times when in use. Holsters with belt clips are placed in
designated boxes at the charging station.

User information Man Down alarm
Activate Man Down
Press the Man Down-button for 10 seconds to activate the Man Down-function at
SRT306/SRT326. The Man Down-status lamp will flash in red when activated.
Deactivate Man Down

 Press the Man Down-button for 10 seconds until the status lamp stops flashing
red
 By turning of the alarm (On/off switch)
 By connecting to the charger

Man Down alarm

When SRT306/SRT326 is in a position
tilted at least 64 degrees, a timer will
be activated . When SRT306/SRT326
has been tilted at least 64 degrees for
25 seconds, the SRT306/SRT326 will
warn that an alarm soon will be sent
off to Securitas. The warning is a sharp
signal lasting for 25 seconds. If the
SRT306/SRT326 is not straightened
back up to at least 56 degrees during
these in total 50 seconds, the unit will
send off an alarm and call Securitas.

The Man Down-function will not be deactivated after an alarm has been sent, however,
for a new alarm to be sent, the SRT306/SRT326 needs to be straightened before placed
in the tilting position of at least 64 degrees again.
N.B.! The Man down function is active even when SRT306/SRT326 is in a sleep mode.

Turn on/off
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Move switch into on or
off position
The personal alarm
vibrates shortly and
thereafter turns on/off.

Speaker

Alarm button

Sending an alarm
Press the alarm button
until the device vibrates.
The personal alarm
vibrates as soon as the
alarm has been sent.

Acoustic warning
If the SIM card is out of
place the device will emit an
audible signal. Shut the
device off, extract and
reinsert the SIM card and
turn the device on again.

Timer button

Call button

GSM status

GPS/Timer/Man
down status
Charge indicator

Microphone
Charge socket

On/off switch
SIM card slot

Status LEDs
GSM status LED

Solid
Searching for a GSM
network

Slow blinking
Connected to a GSM
network
Rapid blinking
Voice call in progress
No light
GSM is turned off

GPS/Timer/
Man down status
Blinking (green)
The device have a
current GPS position.
No light
GPS is either turned off,
is in idle mode or have no
current position.
Man down is disabled.
Blinking (red)
Timer alarm/Man down is
enabled.
Blinking (red/green)
the device have a current
GPS position.
Timer alarm/Man down is
enabled.

Charge indicator LED

(no charger connected)
Blinking three times
every 15 seconds
The device is on and
shows the battery status
with three blinks
Very good
green

Good

green

Low

green

Critical
red

green

green

green

red

red

red

red

red

Alternating between
solid red and green
The device is shutting
down

Charge indicator LED
(charger connected)
Blinking green
every other second
The device is on and
charging

Blinking red every other
second
The device is off and
charging
Solid green
The device is on and fully
charged
Solid red
The device is off and fully
charged
Alternating between
solid red and green
The device is shutting
down

Charging
(Desktop charger)

Place the unit in the desktop charger

Charging (USB)

Lift the rubber flap on the
side of the device
Insert the charger
cable into the mini
USB connector.
The charge indicator
LED will blink red or
green when charging
The charge indicator
LED will turn into a solid
red or green when the
device is fully charged

Charging times
Before using your alarm
device the first time it
should be charged for 4
hours. Whenever the battery is fully discharged it
should be charged for at
least 4 hours.
The device should be
charged every day.

